REALIZE THE VALUE OF THE CLOUD

Pivot Cloudx™ is a portfolio of services designed to seamlessly enable a client’s journey into the cloud. From consulting services to securely connecting to the cloud and ultimately effectively consuming hybrid multi-cloud services, Pivot is uniquely qualified to help you realize the value of the cloud without compromising security and performance.

OPTIMIZING CLOUD CONSUMPTION

Today, your IT department is spending too much time and effort managing complex and disparate cloud provider solutions. What’s more, you are probably struggling with the performance issues connecting through the public internet and the lack of operational transparency around performance and consumption.

Pivot Cloudx™ solves these issues by offering solutions that enable and manage optimized cloud consumption; from advanced connectivity - designed to create a flexible, high-performance, low latency network fabric - to consolidated management of all cloud services - where cloud consumption, billing, reporting, performance and availability are monitored and managed transparently. Pivot’s experienced cloud consultants will put together and help execute your personalized journey into the cloud uniquely tailored to your business.

Contact us to learn how you can seamlessly remove the operational complexity plaguing your data center and cloud environment. In addition, find out how Cloudx™ delivers increased performance in a complex hybrid multi-cloud environment. Ask our cloud experts for your free cloud assessment today.
Cloudx™ Foundation & Enablement

Consulting services focused on analysis of cloud readiness and organizational maturity; defining cloud strategy and road-map; designing and architecting cloud environments; defining and executing on migration path.

- Develop a strategy and define a roadmap to realize the value of cloud.
- Leverage cloud architect expertise to design and implement a hybrid multi-cloud environment custom-built to meet your performance and security requirements.
- Determine which applications and workloads are cloud-ready; understand dependencies and performance and security associations; develop and execute the migration plan.

Cloudx™ Consumption & Optimization

Service offerings focused on optimizing cloud consumption and elevating end-user experience by unifying and visualizing multi-cloud operations.

- Provide unified view across multi-cloud environments providing visibility into cloud consumption/capacity reporting, expense management with the confidence of 7x24 support.
- Deliver centralized resource provisioning, capacity management and workload orchestration with 7x24 SLA based monitoring and management of multi-cloud resources.
- Synthetic and end user experience monitoring of applications across hybrid cloud environments.

Cloudx™ Connectivity

Service offering that includes secure and reliable network connectivity with dedicated bandwidth and performance between client networks, external business connections and cloud provider services.

- Centralize WAN connectivity and provide managed dedicated network connectivity to cloud provider solutions or platform (such as hyperscale cloud providers – AWS, Azure, Google Cloud Platform and leading SaaS providers).
- Establish security and network functions closer to the cloud and its users to enable secure cloud consumption without needlessly diluting expensive private WAN circuits.
- Provide consistent user experience across hybrid multi-cloud environments.
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